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WORD SEARCH  

Hints :- Find the different expression words in the grid. 

COMPLAIN 
GRUMBLE 
REPLY 
YELL 
MUMBLE 
WHISPER 
CRY 
SAY 
BEG  

ASK 
INQUIRE 
UTTER 
RESPONSE 
ANNOUNCE 
REMARK 
DECLARE 
EXPLAIN 
CALL 
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Choose any three sets of words and use them in a single 
sentence. Form three such sentences. 

1- _________________________________________________  

2- _________________________________________________  
 
3- _________________________________________________  
 

                MATCH UP CARDS
                 HOMOPHONES

 Hints: - Colour the set of Homophones with same shade. 

Prey Pain Dough Shear Tale 

Would Pray Pane Hole Vein 

Fair Sheer Tail Sea wood 

Whole Doe Fare Vain See 



IDENTIFY THE GIVEN SPICES
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HANGMAN WITH SPICES

This is a small size spice needed to temper the curries.

It has a car in it.

This spice is full of love

Yellow and black, small and round . 
this is a must , South India comes around.

(1)

(3)

(2)

C d m

C m

C v

(4) M t d 

.

I am dark, I come from the bark. 
I am used in cookies, full of medicinal properties.

Ouch ! Wound is here,
No worry, when I am near. 

(6) T m i

(5) C n o
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a) March - 

    March - 

b) Well - 

    Well - 

c) Bow - 

    Bow -

d) Watch - 

    Watch - 

e) Row - 

    Row -

Skill: Understanding Homonyms

HOMONYMS 

Form sentences using the given homonyms. 
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CROSSWORD STORY 

Across:-  
1) A Creature that is half fish and half girl.
2) Homonym of row.  
6) An insect mainly found on sea shore. 
8) A yellowish brown granular substance spread on sea shore. 
9) Beneath the water. 

Down:-  
3) A tool to move the boat. 
4) To move on rhythm. 
5) A long narrow shaped board used in Surfing. 
8) Centre of the Solar System. 
10) Tides. 

2 5 

4 

6 

9 

8 

10 

3
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1)  HEALTH  is written as GSKZDG. Then how will NORTH 

    be written in that code?

a)  OPSUI

b)  FRPML

c)  GSQNM

d)  IUSPQ

2)  In a certain code language, BEAT is written as YUZG 

    then what will be the code of MILD?

a)  NROW

b)  NOWR

c)  ONWR

d)  ONRW

3)  In a certain code language, OVER is written as $#%* 

    and VIST is written as #+x- . How is SORE written in 

    that code?

a)  +$*%

b)  X*$%

c)  %X$*

d)  X$*%

4)  If a cook is called a driver; driver is called a manager; 

    manager is called a teacher; teacher is called a clerk 

    and clerk is called a principal.

    

CODING- DECODING
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Who will teach in the class?

a)  Cook

b)  Clerk

c)  Teacher

d)  Driver

Who is the driver of the car?

a)  Manager

b)  Driver

c)  Cook

d)  Clerk

5)  ENGLAND is written as 1234526

    FRANCE is written as 785291

How is GREECE coded?

a)  832251

b)  381191

c)  835545

d)  381171

6)  Blue is called red; red is called purple' purple is called 

    white; white is called yellow; yellow is called black; black 

    is called green.

    What will be the colour of the sunflower?

a)  Yellow and black

b)  Black and green

c)  Green and white
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1)  A is the brother of B; B is the wife of C; C is the son of P; 

    P is the wife of Q. What is the relation between Q and B?

a)  Mother in law

b)  Son in law

c)  Father in law

d)  Brother in law

2)  P is Q's brother; X is P's mother; Y is X's father; Z is Q's 

    son. How is Z related to P?

a)  Cousin

b)  Grandfather

c)  Nephew

d)  Uncle 

3)  P is Y's brother; Y is Q's father; Q and X are sisters. How 

    is X related to P?

a)  Niece

b)  Nephew

c)  Aunt

d)  Cousin 

4)  Ravi introduces Raman as the son of the brother of his 

    father's wife. How is Raman related to Ravi?

a)  Son

b)  Cousin

c)  Uncle

d)  Nephew 

RELATIONSHIPS
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5)  Answer the questions based on the following 

    information:-

a)  A + B means A is the mother of B

b)  A – B means A is the sister of B

c)  A * B means A is the father of B

Which of the following means:-

S is the cousin of T?

a)  Q*R-T*S

b)  T*Q÷R*S

c)  S*R*S+T÷Q

d)  S÷R*T-Q

N is the maternal uncle of M?

a)  N-Y+A÷M

b)  N÷P-L+E-M

c)  M-Y*P-N

d)  N÷C+F*M
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1)  Four persons are standing at four corners of a square. B 

    starts crossing the field diagonally. After walking half the 

    distance, he turns right, walks some distance and turns 

    left. Which direction is he facing now?

a)  North East

b)  North

c)  South East

d)  North West

2)  If B is to the south west of A, C is to the east of B and 

    south east of A, D is to the north of C in line with B,A. In 

    which direction is D located?

a)  North

b)  East

c)  South

d)  North East

3)  Vipul walks 20 meters towards North. He then turns left 

    and walks 40 meters. He again turns left and walks 20 

    meters. He moves 20 meters further after taking a turn 

    to the right. 

How far he is from his starting point?

a)  20 m

b)  30 m

c)  60 m

d)  50 m

DIRECTIONS
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How much Vipul has walked �ll now?

a)  60 m

b)  100 m

c)  80 m

d)  40 m

Which direc�on is he facing now?

a)  East

b)  West

c)  North

d)  South

Which direc�on he has to turn to reach E?

a)  Le� right

b)  Right right

c)  Right le�

How many degrees he needs to turn to reach north east?

a)  90

b)  135

c)  180

d)  45

4)  Rohan started walking straight towards south. A�er walking 5 km he 

     turned to le� and walked 3 km. Which direc�on is he facing now?

a)  North

b)  North east

c)  East

d) South
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RENAMED PLACES

Match the old name of the city with the new name.

Prayagraj

Gurugram

Thiruvananthpuram

Kochi

Puducherry

Guwahati

Pune

Thrissur

Vadodara

Tumakaru

Mysuru

Trivandrum

Cochin

Gohati

Gurugram

Baroda

Tumkur

Mysore

Pondicherry

Trichur

Allahabad

Poona
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